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“Asia” and National Identities
There may be Asian-Americans in the United States, but as Ronald
Takaki shrewdly commented, “there are no Asians in Asia, only people with national identities, such as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Indian, Vietnamese, and Filipino.”1 Asia is simply too enormous, spanning the better part of the entire Old World, and too diverse, to serve
as a very meaningful label. In fact, according to Robert Marks, on
the eve of the American Revolution, in “1775, Asia produced about
80 percent of everything in the world.”2 Moreover, “Asia” is a concept of Western origin unfamiliar to many of the people who actually lived there. As both word and idea, “Asia,” is a legacy of the
ancient Greeks. In East Asia there was absolutely no pre-modern
native equivalent term. 3 Even within Europe, John M. Hobson
argues, it was not until the eighteenth century that a vision of a distinctive “Western Civilization” descended in a continuous line from
Ancient Greece and fundamentally different from the Oriental Other,
first began to be imagined.4 Certainly pre-modern East Asians did
not think of themselves as “Asians.”
Yet they did not necessarily think of themselves exactly as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, or Vietnamese in the fully modern sense
either. There is a fairly broad consensus among specialist scholars,

From that initial Bronze Age center of civilization in what we
now call China there emerged a broadly shared East Asian vocabulary for conceptualizing identity. This is a point that scholars who
specialize in tracing the modern origins of nationalism in East Asia
may not themselves sufficiently appreciate. Not only do such scholars commonly approach the subject from a present-day perspective,
but, paradoxically, they generally do so already packaged within the
box of the nation, as studies of nationalism within the context of a
particular nation, such as China or Vietnam. This tendency may even
be especially strong in the study of an East Asian region where the
(national) languages necessary for serious research require intensive
specialized training. The modern Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and
Vietnamese languages are very different from each other, and serve
to draw sharp, often nearly impermeable, disciplinary barriers
between scholars who study the different East Asian cultures.

Languages and Historical Understanding
In pre-modern times, however, the situation was somewhat different.
There was, to a significant extent, a single common written language
in use throughout all of East Asia, which we call literary, or classical, Chinese. This was the language of the Confucian classics, the
East Asian version of the Buddhist Tripitaka, and of the majority of
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however counter-intuitive it may seem to a popular audience, that
the phenomena of nation-states and nationalism emerged only in relatively recent times. Nationalism began in Europe, and, perhaps
especially, in Europe’s overseas colonies struggling for independence in the Americas (including, notably, the future United States).5
The nationalist contagion then spread to East Asia in the late nineteenth century. It might plausibly be argued, therefore, that prior to
roughly 1900, few people in East Asia held precisely our familiar
modern national identities either.6
So how did pre-modern East Asians conceive of themselves? For
many, their self-identifications must have been primarily local: with
village or region. But East Asia is also truly one of the world’s most
ancient centers of civilization. If educated pre-modern Chinese were
inclined to imagine their standards of civilization were universal (not
unlike the attitude of some Americans today towards the supposedly
universal appeal of our culture and ideals), concepts equivalent to the
country or state had already appeared in China thousands of years
ago.7 It is deceptively easy to project modern images of the nation
back into the primordial past in East Asia. Who can deny that China
is a very old country? The problem comes when we begin to ponder
the multitude of Chinese countries that existed in the past.

all serious writing in China until the early twentieth century.8 Within
China, this language long enjoyed a near monopoly of written communication—more so, for example, than Latin ever did within the
Roman Empire, where Greek still commanded much prestige, and
other alternatives such as Syriac and Coptic coexisted.9 Beyond
China proper, literary Chinese was also initially almost the only
written language in use everywhere else in East Asia. Even the standard “native” Japanese name for Japan itself, Nihon, was apparently
chosen during the seventh century for the meaning of the Chinese
characters, with which it is still today normally written:
,
“origin of the Sun.”10
To be sure, new ways of writing the different Japanese, Korean,
and Vietnamese spoken languages did gradually develop, but, even as
late as the nineteenth century, literary Chinese was still very much the
prestige language of writing in Korea and Vietnam. Even in more
remote Japan, the last catalog compiled for the Sh¬gunal library in
1864–1866 still contained some 65 percent Chinese material.11 Since
then, literary Chinese has been rejected or abandoned everywhere,
even in China itself, and replaced by modern national vernaculars.
For many modern East Asians, much of the written record of their
own past has truly become a “foreign country.”
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While Chinese archeologists have been slow to embrace the “Out of Africa”
theory of human origins, within China it is now fashionable to emphasize
the multiple origins of Chinese civilization.
My emphasis here on the widespread pre-modern importance of
the Chinese written language may seem offensively Sino-centric,
and derogatory to the other East Asian cultures. For perspective,
recall that in Western Europe prior to 1500 some three-quarters of all
books were still published in Latin.12 Yet the European sense of
national dignity appears unimpaired by the tremendous weight of
Europe’s Greco-Roman heritage. And, if Latin may be pronounced a
“dead” language today, the same could also be said of literary Chinese. In fact, in modern times, Japanese has been more influential. A
stream of Japanese vocabulary items—often newly minted as translations of such exotic Western words as “telephone,” “nation,” or
“communism”—were imported from Japanese into the Chinese language beginning in the late nineteenth century.13 The present-day
People’s Republic of China is no more identical to the Han dynasty
of Emperor Wu than today’s Italy is to the Rome of Augustus.
Rather than some unchanging and permanently “static” China, modern Chinese history has been punctured repeatedly by profound revolutionary ruptures, some of which have involved language itself.
To be sure, however, even the modern spoken and written Chinese languages, though much reformed in the twentieth century, are
clearly still incarnations of the same 3,000-year-old archaic language
that appears on the most ancient inscriptions discovered by archeologists in China. This remarkable linguistic and literary continuity
forms the spine of an enduring Chinese cultural continuum. Furthermore, Chinese is the most commonly spoken language in the world
today, which can hardly be said of Latin. But, I would submit, that if
there has been continuity, there has also been much change in
China’s past. Even ancient China was far from static.

Different Chinas
If the quintessentially Japanese sport of sumo wrestling existed in
China a millennium before it did in Japan,14 and if many institutions,
ideals, and cultural practices of pre-modern East Asia originated in
what we call China, it is also true that it was a different “China” then.
The spread of Chinese influences also naturally provoked counterreactions and innovations everywhere, helping to stimulate the generation of unique local cultures. This is how the process of globalization
works. Even when expressed in literally the same language, the result
could sometimes still be surprising, and nascent nationalistic tendencies often naturally flared up. Consider, for example, the notorious
case of the Japanese embassy to China in 607, whose (Chinese-language) credentials were, from the Chinese point of view, presumptuously addressed from the “Son-of-Heaven in the place where the sun
rises to the Son-of-Heaven in the place where the sun sets.”15 That is,
from the equal (if not actually superior) Emperor of Japan to the
Emperor of China, the land of the setting sun.
The genesis of Chinese civilization itself is hardly more pristine
than that of other East Asian civilizations. Indeed, all nations and
ethnicities must originate somehow, and the larger and more centrally located the community, the more likely it is to be a complex
hybrid, and the more preposterous talk of cultural or ethnic “purity”
becomes. Against messy historical truth, however, there often stands
a powerful emotional need for a more shining, permanent, idealized
identity. Citing an aphorism from Ernest Renan—“Forgetting, I
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would even go so far as to say historical error is a crucial factor in
the creation of a nation; thus the progress of historical studies is
often a danger for national identity”—Tony Judt comments that
“Unlike memory, which confirms and reinforces itself, history contributes to the disenchantment of the world. Most of what it has to
offer is discomforting, even disruptive . . . .”16 Of course, uncritical
popular history commonly serves instead a comforting (if also sometimes covertly sinister) agenda. As the fraudulent Wizard of Oz
explains succinctly in the current Broadway hit musical Wicked,
“Where I come from, we believe all sorts of things that aren’t true—
we call it . . . ‘history.’”17
The once heated debate between proponents of the diffusion
theory of the origins and spread of civilization, and those who
favored the idea of more local native origins, seems to have been
resolved now in an unexpected way: by DNA.18 The compelling
genetic evidence suggests that all human beings came originally
from Africa, and settled the planet only relatively recently, within
the last hundred thousand years or so.19 Globalization, then, has been
part of the human story from the beginning, and there are no true
permanent “natives” anywhere, except, possibly, somewhere in
Africa. For the rise of the historical world civilizations, an overlysimplistic opposition between alternative “diffusionist” or “autonomist” models has been challenged by a more nuanced conception of
an ongoing process of dialectical interaction.20 While Chinese archeologists have been slow to embrace the “Out of Africa” theory of
human origins, within China it is now fashionable to emphasize the
multiple origins of Chinese civilization.21
China was first unified into a single centralized country by the
Qin dynasty in 221 BCE, but the extent to which it thereafter long
remained internally very much a multi-ethnic empire is not often sufficiently appreciated. By the fourth century CE, as imperial unity
shattered, an astonishing ethnic and cultural complexity reasserted
itself. In the roughly four centuries of division (220–589 CE)
between the two great unified Han and Sui empires, there were some
thirty-five identifiably distinct states or dynasties in China, many of
which had non-Chinese rulers. This figure does not include certain
small autonomous communities, such as that of the Di people at Mt.
Chouchi, in southern Gansu, which survived independently for more
than two hundred years during this era.22
Liu Xueyao calls this “the period of most intense social change”
since the dawn of Chinese history. His data suggests that one shortlived dynasty (Former Zhao) established in north China after 304
may have had a population that was as much as one-third non-Chinese.23 According to Wolfram Eberhard’s tabulation, 42 percent of
some 5,550 persons mentioned as living under the Northern Wei
dynasty (386–534 CE) in the standard sources (which presumably
over-represent the ruling non-Chinese ethnicity) were not Chinese.24
Tamura Jitsuz¬ calculates that there may have been as many as nine
or ten million non-Chinese people in north China during the fourth
through sixth centuries.25 For perspective, the entire population of
China in 280 was reportedly only sixteen million—although this
surely is an undercount, and the true number likely more than forty
million.26 All figures are suggestive rather than definitive, and all
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beg the question of what exactly is meant by “Chinese,” yet discernable ethnic diversity certainly existed in China during these centuries.
China was also remarkably open to external cultural influences
at this time. A silver ewer unearthed from the tomb of a man who
died in northwestern China in 569 was decorated with scenes from
the Trojan wars.27 James Watt remarks upon the “overwhelming
influence of Central Asians on the plastic arts” of sixth-century north
China.28 An early sixth-century Northern Wei prince is said to have
possessed dozens of crystal, agate, glass, and red jade drinking vessels that were “all from the western regions,” as well as horses from
as far west as Persia (although the prince is mentioned explicitly for
his extravagance, and must have been exceptional).29 In the south,
stone pillars at several sixth-century Chinese royal tombs closely
resemble those of ancient Greece.30 A sixth-century bowl from
Tashkent, together with some Persian coins, were discovered in
extreme southeast China.31 And, by the end of the sixth century, the
Indian Buddhist scriptures were reportedly more prevalent among
ordinary Chinese people than the supposedly “native Chinese” Confucian classics.32
Average seasonal temperatures seem to have grown colder during the third to sixth centuries. “The frontier between farmers and
pastoralists moved south,” and an age of population movement and
migration began.33 As is well known, these (same?) migrations had a
dramatic impact on the Roman Empire in the west after about 370.34
Within China, ethnic complexity and intermixing was not limited to
the northern pastoral zone; in the rice-growing south, a majority of
the population may still have been identifiably non-Chinese aboriginal peoples at this time.35 These aborigines, together with older Chinese settlers, were now joined by large numbers of refugees from the
war-ravaged north. Some even claim that the legitimate Chinese
imperial line was relocated south (to what is now Nanking) at the
start of this age of Northern and Southern dynasties, yet the second
emperor of this transplanted Chinese lineage, Jin Mingdi (r.
323–326), was reported to have had a yellow beard, allegedly inherited from his semi-nomadic mother.36 The patterns of interaction
were indeed complex.
The age was one of such cultural and ethnic ferment that the
distinguished scholar Edward Schafer has wondered whether the
very concept of China simply “did not exist, except as an alien fiction.”37 Not only is the word “China” a foreign coinage, notes Lydia
Liu, but even such roughly comparable native terms as “Zhonghua
and Zhongguo have never achieved a stable, definitive meaning in
indigenous discourse” either.38 (This, despite the fact that Zhongguo
is today probably the closest Chinese-language equivalent to our
English word “China,” and Zhonghua is the term officially used for
China in the names of both the modern People’s Republic and the
Republic of China.)
The reunified China forged by the Sui and Tang dynasties at the
end of the period of division, after 589, was in many ways a substantially new and different China.39 Even in the matter of collected literature, some 38 percent of the books in the Tang imperial library, at
its peak, were reportedly Tang-era productions.40 According to
Samuel Adshead, before the sixth century, “continuity of political
form was no more characteristic of China than it was of the West,”
but the Sui and Tang dynasties then so successfully imposed their
new unified imperial model that, by the eighth century, “China had

achieved a multiple preeminence similar to that of the United States
today,” and “at least the illusion of a succession of essentially similar
dynasties governed by cyclical process”—the so-called dynastic
cycle—was established.41 Many internal ethnic distinctions were
also beginning to disappear through cultural intermixing, although
peoples in more inaccessible parts even of central China might long
maintain notable cultural differences.42 What we call “China” had
now been more-or-less permanently established, and it long
remained the most developed country in the world.

The Genesis of East Asian Nations
It is tantalizing to notice that, in one of the most influential studies of
the phenomenon of nationalism ever published, Benedict Anderson
identified a combination he labeled “print-capitalism” as being crucial to the generation of a modern sense of national identity. This is
interesting because the technology of printing was pioneered in China
long before the age of modern nationalism. In 932, for example, official printed editions of the Nine Confucian Classics were ordered
carefully prepared, based on texts of older stone inscriptions. 43
Acknowledging this fact, Anderson explained the belated emergence
of nationalism in China as being due to the “absence of capitalism,”
the essential other half of his equation.44 But, from late Tang times,
China actually enjoyed a flourishing, highly commercialized, and
largely unregulated private economy. To be sure, any incipient capitalism was limited to the accumulation of capital for commerce and
loans, not industrialization. China’s precocious early development
should not be fantastically exaggerated. Still, with the spread of village schools, printing, and an increasingly homogenous social and
material culture (including, for example, the spread of tea drinking
from a southern peculiarity to empire-wide popularity), from late
Tang times, a relatively cohesive Chinese identity may have begun to
take shape, possibly exhibiting a foretaste at least of some characteristics of an embryonic “print-capitalism.”45
The period roughly surrounding the Tang dynasty in China also
marks the beginning of the historical trajectories that would shape all
other major modern nations of East Asia. The story is told that a visiting Japanese monk (K†kai, 774–835) was inspired by the example
of educational establishments in Tang China to convert a Japanese
mansion into a school in 828.46 Since formal education in East Asia
was still primarily rooted in Chinese-language texts, the vibrant cultural interaction of this period gave birth to an international aristocratic culture with certain common features. The glories of Tang
poetry, for example, were as much admired in contemporary Korea
and Japan as they were in China.47 Yet, as David Pollack adds, “the
Japanese invariably seemed to find the most profound significance
of Chinese culture far from where the Chinese themselves would
ever have thought to seek it.”48 Divergent “national” cultures actively awakened from this encounter.
Pollack gives, as examples of this offbeat Japanese appropriation of Chinese material, the usage of the Chinese script to record
native Japanese mythology, in the native Japanese language, in the
Kojiki (Record of Ancient Matters, 712 CE), and the overwhelming
Japanese preference for a particular Tang poet whom the Chinese
themselves seldom put first.49 From a slightly different angle, we
might also mention the adoption of the Chinese emperor system,
minus the critical component of a revocable mandate, and its transformation into the “national essence” (kokutai) of Japan by the early
1900s. Or, the adaptation of a standard Chinese title for General,
11

pronounced Sh¬gun in Japanese, into the characteristically Japanese
institution of the Sh¬gunate.
The Japanese made something uniquely Japanese from assorted
Chinese influences, much as China domesticated Indian Buddhism,
and nomadic (specifically Xianbei) costume became the native Chinese garb of the Tang dynasty and thereafter. In a subsequent twist,
early twentieth-century Chinese nationalists then complained that
this Tang-style “Chinese” clothing had been replaced by the “barbarian” qipao, or “banner gowns,” of the foreign Manchu (“banner people”) rulers of the last imperial dynasty. To further complicate the
story, these qipao then became a modern Chinese women’s fashion
after the nationalist revolution of 1911. Today, some may even
imagine them to be “traditionally” Chinese (as some may also imagine the revolutionary “Mao suits” to be immemorial tradition).50
Such is the human capacity to imagine and forget!
An identifiable Japan (though not yet the modern Japanese
nation-state, “whose frontiers were drawn in the middle of the nineteenth century”)51 had emerged from the mists of prehistory by no
later than the sixth century. Most of the Korean peninsula was unified under native rule for the first time, and Tang forces expelled by
676, thereby creating an “environment wherein the process of the
formation of the Korean people might take an independent
course.”52 The growing marginalization of what is now northern
Vietnam, increasingly overshadowed by the rise of the port at
Guangzhou (Canton), foretold Vietnam’s permanent independence
in 939 after more than a millennium under Chinese rule.53 Each,
thereafter, would follow separate historical paths—though never
entirely separate.
An East Asian world was born (though none called it nor knew
it as “Asian”), and the nuclei of each of the modern East Asian
nations established, through mutual cross-fertilization during the
course of the first millennium CE. The present-day results are four
quite different modern nation-states—China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam—that still have much in common, if only the ghosts of a once
shared vocabulary. All have been further transformed by a century or
more of intensive modernization, and all are now (with the conspicuous exception of North Korea) deeply enmeshed in the current web
of globalization.

Conclusion
It seems unlikely that this globalization will reduce the world to
homogenous uniformity any time soon. The lesson of history is that,
although a comprehensive metamorphosis of identity and culture is
indeed possible, within a few generations nomads can become Chinese and Chinese can become nomads. For example, interactions
between established communities, while they may constrain or shape
development, need not eliminate local variation, or even prevent further diversification. Sometimes diversification is actively stimulated
by exchange, through a sense of rivalry, desire for self-assertion, or
the simple quirks of adaptation. It is difficult to imagine any more
direct form of both biological and cultural reproduction than that of
children by their parents, yet the results can still prove surprisingly
dissimilar. Genetically, modern East Asians actually share common
ancestors with Europeans (and everyone else). Culturally, the East
Asian peoples long continued to be educated using texts written in literary Chinese, much as Western Europeans continued to read Latin.
Yet from this shared environment, in both Europe and East Asia, multiple new nations emerged. The China that produced the original East
Asian written language may have been more enduring than the Roman
12
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Empire that bequeathed Latin on the West.54 Yet, even if we accept
the recently somewhat unfashionable proposition that the fall of the
Roman Empire really did mark a devastating rupture in the continuity
of European history,55 China, too, has changed. The changes have
been both gradual and continuous, and, on occasion, abrupt and discontinuous. With time, they all become tradition. n
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